
Pivot3 Acuity Delivers High-Performance 
Hyperconverged Infrastructure for VDI,

with Linear Scalability for Virtual Desktops

Virtual Desktop Infrastructure (VDI) allows your company to simplify End User Computing operations, and to 
distribute high-density workloads to employees in any location. With VDI, your company can consolidate 
critical applications in a centralized data center, which end users can access on any type of device.
 
But many companies have a hard time achieving IT agility with their VDI systems. Latency on the hosting 
infrastructure slows down performance of VDI's IO-intensive workloads, and reduces end user productivity.
 
A recent lab study by Enterprise Strategy Group (ESG) found that Pivot3's Acuity Hyperconverged 
Infrastructure (HCI) solution provides the high-performance hosting architecture that mission-critical virtual 
workloads require. The ESG study determined that organizations utilizing Pivot3's Acuity HCI infrastructure 
can process virtual applications faster and achieve better desktop performance for VDI end users.

Pivot3 Acuity's infrastructure ensures predictable scalability for capacity, storage IO, available bandwidth, and 
compute. As you add HCI nodes, the Acuity platform automatically redistributes data sets across all nodes in 
the cluster. This aggregates available resources into a common pool that all virtual desktops on the hosting 
HCI can use,  enabling faster IO response times. You can easily manage  multiple Pivot3 HCI deployments 
across di�erent locations from a single interface as pods (i.e. 1 pod = 6 nodes = 700 users), simplifying man-
agement and ensuring easier, predictable scalability.

Simple Scalable VDI with Pivot3 HCI

The traditional three-tier infrastructure used for hosting VDI features separate silos of compute, 
storage, and networking. These silos create bottlenecks that produce latency on the VDI system, 
leading to slow performance of virtual desktops. Many companies try to overcome these bottlenecks 
and improve end user performance by over provisioning storage units, but this increases the 
complexity of the hosting IT footprint and drives up hardware costs.
 
HCI allows companies to build a distributed, scaled-out architecture that is more flexible and suitable 
for VDI hosting. By combining compute, storage, and networking into modular, so�ware-based 
building blocks that operate on industry-standard hardware, HCI eliminates the bottlenecks that 
occur with traditional infrastructure.
 
Pivot3's Acuity HCI solution utilizes an NVMe flash-enabled architecture. This provides faster 
processing and response times and lower latency for read/write requests from virtual desktops, thus 
ensuring superior end user performance. The combination NVMe optimization and policy-based 
performance management eliminates resource bottleneck, eliminating the need to overprovision 
infrastructure, which reduces capital expenses and simplifies IT deployment for VDI hosting.

Traditional Infrastructure Has Silos That Create Performance Issues for 
Virtual Applications. Hyperconverged Infrastructure (HCI) Provides a 
Simplified High-Performance Architecture for VDI.

Pivot3 Acuity HCI Provides Predictable 
Scalability of Virtual Machines.

Traditional IT Infrastructure Hyperconverged Infrastructure (HCI)



Pivot3 HCI Delivers Consistently High Performance for 
IO Intensive Workloads, even as Infrastructure Scales to 

Support Increasing Numbers of Virtual Desktop Users.

ESG Labs tested the performance and scalability of Pivot3 HCI using simulated virtual desktops for 
di�erent types of workers. In each case, the desktops added to the infrastructure were given corre-
sponding workloads that might be typical for that type of user. The types of workers and workloads 
included:
 
   • Task Workers – Workloads requiring small amounts of IO capacity
   • Knowledge Workers – Workloads requiring large amounts of IO capacity

Organizations Can Achieve Significant Benefits by 
Deploying Pivot3's Acuity HCI for VDI Hosting

In testing Pivot3's HCI solution, ESG Labs validated that the Acuity infrastructure provides the 
superior performance that mission-critical workloads demand. Both Acuity's modular architecture 
and ultra-low latency NVMe flash storage tier enable faster processing and better e�iciency for virtual 
applications and workloads, helping reduce hardware footprint substantially. Also, the Pivot3 HCI 
platform continues to provide superior performance for VDI even as the infrastructure scales up to 
support increased desktop users for virtual workers with di�erent performance requirements. 
Pivot3's HCI solution makes it possible for organizations to achieve VDI deployments with high 
performance end user experiences, linear, predictable scalability, and reduced hardware footprint 
and total cost of ownership.

In this test, the ESG testers scaled out the architecture by adding nodes to the cluster, and adding additional 
knowledge-worker VMs to each new node. With six nodes, the Pivot3 HCI was able to support 1,567 knowl-
edge workers for the Acuity hybrid configuration, and 1,873 for the all-flash configuration. As the number of 
users scaled, the Pivot3 HCI continued to have a consistent user experience within Login VSI parameters, even 
as the total desktop count increased in a near-linear fashion.

Knowledge Worker Desktop Density 
Acuity Hybrid and All-Flash

What have been the most significant benefits your organization has realized 
by deploying a hypercoverged infastructure technology solution(s)? 
(Percent of respondents, N=208, five responses accepted)

About Pivot3
Pivot3 provides so�ware-defined infrastructure solutions that integrate server and storage resources onto a 
single platform to reduce complexity so IT can deliver the applications and services that drive business. To 
learn more visit Pivot3.com


